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About This Game

The BlobCats are after the DiceMice!

In BlobCat it's your job to protect the DiceMice!
Place arrows and guide the Dicemice to the Micehole! But beware, the naive BlobCats are rolling around (not quite at the speed

of sound)! Solve over 90 different levels spanning over 5 worlds, each with a unique gameplay twist!

Let the battle begin!

You want more action? Then the Multiplayer is for you!
Up to four players try to save as many DiceMice as possible! Outsmart your opponents and send the BlobCats straight to your
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enemies!
Play with your friends on the couch or go online and battle the whole world! You can even do both!

Features:

- 100 Puzzle
- 5 different worlds

- Local and online multiplayer
- Collect over 100 stickers

- Dress your own mice
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Title: BlobCat
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BySamb
Publisher:
BySamb
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: DOES NOT SUPPORT 32BIT SYSTEMS

English,German,French,Japanese
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This game deserves so much more reviews and sales ...

There's a crazy amount of content and platforming love here, so don't wait and give it a chance right now.. Omg, thank you for
finnally bringing me SAO on pc Ive been waiting for this even though I never expected it to actually come the SAO mix with
AW is great I started watching AW because of this game and I really enjoyed it. Ive been anticitpating this for ever thank you
devs for bringing this amazing game.

The only issues I do experance is somtimes my special moves dissipear from my charecters less I restart the game, controll
scheme is difficult to get used to but Its nothing to turn me away (unless you dont have a controller you need one to enjoy it in
my oppinion 50$ for wirless xbox360 controller at bestbuy with adapter), and lastly camera can be weird at times.. Reminded
me of some alternate reality where Doom and Tron were the same thing. That thing is surprisingly fun!. If you're getting this,
get it as part of the Season Pass. This DLC only adds five new Batman skins (and one Robin skin, which will now be useless as
the MP is getting removed), and nothing more. The skins are good enough; I love the Batman Noel and Red Son skins, but other
than that, it doesn't offer anything extra. If you don't care about playing dress up in your videogames, you can simply ignore it.

This review is also valid for the "Infinite Earths Skins Pack", since, for some reason, Steam won't let me review it.. You unearth
clues by playing Mahjongg and use those to arrest criminals. Definitely not worth it for the full price, but on discount it's a fun
Mahjongg game with a twist, especially if you enjoy the detective genre.. A fun little old-school point-and-click adventure
game.. Too Bad if this game have only one ending. I hope they will come up with season 2 and can do more activity. Good
Game 10/10
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I loved every minute of it, the story is amazing, the choices are great, it's very emotional at times to! great game if you like
choose-your-own-adventure novels, and gryphons.

ps: wyrms are 2spooky4me.. Flawlessly executed. I've never seen a VR game be so perfect in every category, I mean graphics
are arguably the best in VR even supersampled to 2 and runs like butter on my 1080FE, controls are on point, options are on
point, everything is interactive, I mean this is IMO of the 700 VR titles I have THE best VR game I have ever purchased.

Also I haven't had any of the issues others are having, locomotion works fine, everything works flawlessly. Load times in
between things take a second but not an issue at all. 10/10 This is the standard to which all other VR games should aspire to..
Pretty cool shootup game !! very nice graphic !! Wow for a mini price its a big deal. When i was playing the game at first i felt
like killing them was ok...But then my heart of ice melted and now it hurts me deeply to kill my own daughters!...I keep getting
the depressed ones though. How Ironic. T_T So in the end it's a great game and i think it's work the price. Just make sure you're
mentally prepared to kill your own creations. TT_TT. This is my all time favorite battle royale. It have some bugs and problems,
Im sure that some will be fixed and some will stay. But still it's the best motogp game in series - better graphic than 17, better
physics, sounds are also little bit more tweaked, AI is now fast, career mode look interesting. So if you like motorcycles/motogp
then go and buy it, but remember that it has some mistakes. :). aids but fun. One of my favorite songs from one of my all-time
favorite bands! It's a must-grab for any Halestorm fan!
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